
personal tips and methods for painting a number of capti-

vating soft pastel subjects—from landscapes and still lifes  

to animals and portraits. Each artist guides you step by step 

through the lessons, starting with initial sketches and end-

ing with the finishing details. You will also learn a variety 

of techniques that will give you a new appreciation of the 

medium, inspire you to explore the creative possibilities that 

pastel has to offer, and allow you to create your own works 

of fine art!

I n t r o d u c t i o n
P astel is a wonderful painting medium. �e 

colours can be rich and vibrant or soft and 
subdued, and you can create many inter-

esting and varied textures by blending and layering 
pastels. By twisting the pastel stick or using the tip 
instead of the side, you can produce anything from 
precise lines to broad strokes. And because it’s dry to 
begin with, the colour won’t change after it has been 
applied; nor will it fade, crack, or yell ow over time. 
In this guide, three accomplished pastel artists will share their 



Tools and Materials

SUPPLIES   Since 1766, 
Reeves has been manu-
facturing excellent quality 
paints and brushes and 
has long been established 
around the world as a 
won  derful source of art 
mate  rial for beginners. 

Pastel Supplies
You don’t need many supplies to paint in pastel; unlike oil 
or acrylic paints, this medium doesn’t require additives or 
brushes. All you really need is a set of pastels and a variety of 
papers (or supports). And if you add a few additional materi-
als de scribed on these pages, you’ll be ready to explore the 
range of possibilities pastel has to offer.

Soft Pastels
Pastels are available in several forms—in clud ing oil pastels 
and hard, clay-based pastel sticks and pastel pencils—but 
chalklike soft pastels are a popular choice and are the type 
used for the projects in this book. These sticks produce a 
beautiful, velvety texture and are easy to 
blend with your fingers or  
a cloth. If you are a  
beginner, you may want 
to purchase a preselected 
set of colours.  R  eeves offers 
three convenient sets, each 
in a different quantity. When 
purchasing pastels, keep in 
mind that pastel colours are 
mixed on the paper as you 
paint, rather than pre-
mixed on a palette. 
There fore try 
to buy a wide 
range of colours 
in various values 
(lights, mediums, 
and darks; see next pages) 
so you will always have the  
colour you want readily at hand.

Pastel Supports
The texture and colour of the paper you choose 
to paint on will affect your results. Be cause of 
the delicate nature of soft pastels, you need 
a paper that has some tooth, or grain, for the 
pigment to stick to. A rough support, such as 
pumice board or sanded paper (both made 
especially for pastel application), will “break 
up” the applied strokes and create texture, while a smoother 
surface, such as velour, canvas, or watercolour paper, will make 
the un broken colours appear more intense. Pastel supports are 

also available in a variety of colours; you can choose a colour 
that offers a contrasting background tone or one that is in 
the same colour range as your subject. (For more on using col-
oured supports, see next pages).

Other Necessities
In addition to pastels and papers, a few other tools will come 
in handy as you paint. Use scissors to trim your supports 
and vine charcoal to sketch your subjects. (Charcoal is easy 
to erase and can be painted over with pastel.) A sand paper 
block works well as a shar pener, and a razor blade is great 
for breaking the pastels cleanly. Sometimes you may wish 
to stroke over your base coat with de natured alcohol on a 
soft brush to wash the colour thoroughly into the paper.  Y  ou 
will also need tools for blending, such as a foam brush, a 
soft rag, or a paper blending stump. (See next pages for more 

information on blending.) You may 
want to purchase spray fixative (see 
next pages) and acrylic or water colour 
paints and brushes for underpaint-
ings. And to protect your finished 
artwork from smearing, always 
store your pastel paintings be tween 
a board and a cover sheet: Purchase 

artist’s tis sue paper by the roll 
and cut it to fit your 
painting; then affix the 
paper to the back of the 
support with low-tack 
artist’s tape.

Work Space
Your work area can be an elaborate studio  
or just a corner in a room, but two elements 
are absolutely essential: comfort and good 
lighting. Natural light is best, and you’ll  
want to work in a place where you’ll have  
few distractions. Also include a supportive 
chair—when you’re comfortable, you’ll be  
able to work for longer periods of time, and 
you’ll find the overall experience more pleas-
ant. When you set up your studio, keep all 
your materials within easy reach, and make 
sure you have adequate artificial light if you 

work at night. It is also helpful to sort your pastels by colour 
and value (see next page) to make it easier to find the colours  
you want while you are painting.



The pastel surface is clogged and will not hold any 
more pastel.

Below is shown (A) an unclogged surface, (B) 
a surface �lled, and (C) a surface clogged, 
too compressed, and slick.

(A) An underpainting done in acrylic on canvas 
can sometimes get too slick to hold pastel.

(B) Water -media used on pastel paper or �imsy 
water colour paper causes buckling.

LIGHTWEIGHT 
PAPER: (1) Brush 
o� excess pastel 
and (2) spray 
�xative lightly.

STURDY PAPER: (1) 
Brush o� excess pastel, 
(2) press down sticky 
side of masking tape 
and lift, and (3) spray 
�xative.

PUMICE BOARD: (1) 
Brush o� excess pastel, 
(2) spray �xa  tive heavily,  
and (3) apply a mixture 
of pumice and matte  
painting med  ium.

(A) Mix pumice with matte medium, and apply it to the 
clogged area. Let it dry. You can then add more pastel.  
(B) Soak the paper in water for �ve minutes, place it on  
a wooden board, dry o� the edges of the paper, and a�x  
the paper to the board with tape or staples.

Tape Staples

A B C

(A) Pastels get so dirty that you 
cannot tell one from another.

(B) Pastel dust goes everywhere, 
tickles your throat, and makes  
you cough.

(C) You are not satis�ed with the 
painting and cannot �gure out  
what to change.

(A)  Put your pastels in a box of sawdust 
or uncooked rice, shake them up, and 
they will be as clean as new.

(B) Use aluminum foil to make a gutter 
below your painting to catch dust. 
Don’t blow on the surface too much. If 
you are work  ing indoors, you may need 
to wear a mask.

(C) Gain a new insight into 
the design by looking at it 
in a mirror or by turning the 
paint ing upside down.

Problems Solutions

Problems Solutions

Problem Solutions



Knowing a little about basic colour theory can help you  
tremendously in painting with pastels. There are three  
primary colours (yellow, red, and blue); all other colours are 
derived from these three. Secondary colours (purple, green, 
and orange) are a combination of two primaries (for exam-
ple, mixing red and blue makes purple). Tertiary colours are 
those that you get when you mix a primary with a second-
ary colour (such as red- orange, red- purple, or blue- green). 

And the term comple mentary refers to colours that are directly 
across from each other on the colour wheel.  I n addition, there 
are other terms to remember when mixing colours:  Hue  refers 
to the colour itself (such as blue or purple), intensity means 
the strength or chroma of a colour (in pastel, usually gauged 
by pressure applied), and value is the lightness or darkness of 
colour. For more information on colour properties and values, 
see the examples below.

Colour eory

SMOOTH B LEND  Here side strokes of yellow 
are layered smoothly over blue to create a 
bright green, which has more life and inter-
est than a manufactured green.

UNBLENDED STROKES   Choppy, unblended 
strokes of yellow and blue create the impres-
sion of green. Instead of blending the colours 
on the paper, the eye visually mixes them.

MIXING THREE COLOURS   Here strokes of 
lavender and turquoise are layered over blue. 
This creates a richer colour than a mix of just 
two colours does.

Surface Mixing Pastel Colours

Co
ol

W
arm

PROPERTIE S OF COLOUR  In the standard colour 
wheel shown above, you can see four prop-
erties of colour: (1) value (colours drop in value 
from yellow toward violet); (2) hue; (3)  
chroma (colours become grayer toward the 
center); and (4) temperature (warm versus 
cool colours). The so -called warm colours are  
the reds, oranges, and yellows, and the cool 
colours are the blues, greens, and purples.

CHROMA OF COLOUR   The diagram above 
shows the position of various pastel colours 
on the colour wheel in relation to their 
chroma: The farther from the center of the 
wheel the colour is, the higher its chroma. For 
example, raw umber is a low chroma yellow, 
and burnt sienna is a low chroma red -orange. 
Perma  nent red and turquoise have more 
intensity, so they sit farther from the center.

PRE SSURE AND VALUES   On toned (coloured) 
paper, pressure is a key element in determin-
ing values. Here you can see how two values 
of the same colour appear when applied with 
di rent amounts of pressure. From left to 
right above, light, medium, and heavy strokes 
from only one light or dark pastel yield at 
least three values. (See next page for more on 
how using toned paper can a ct your work.)
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CHARTING VALUES   Although the value scale on this chart goes from 0 
(black) to 10 (white), most pastel sets have only three or four values; this  

is not usually a problem, since you can create your own mixtures by adding 
black or white to the pure colour. 

Choosing a Range of Values
The colour chart above approximates the range of pastel colours 
you should have in your set. For example, when you reach for 
a red (column 1), you should be able to locate at least three 
values of red: a light tint (the colour plus white), a pure hue, 
and a dark shade (the colour plus black). These colours corre--
spond to the gray scale at the left of the colour chart.  I   n addi--
tion, you should have several intensities of red. The red in each 
row in the chart gets a little grayer from left to right—these 
are your “earth colours.” This chart is also helpful for visualizing 
various colour schemes, such as single-  colour, or     monochromatic 
schemes (all colours in one column); similar, or   analogous   har--
monies (neighboring columns combined), or complementary 
harmonies (skip two columns; for example, red and green). 
Ovals A, B, and C show how three different analogous colour 
schemes were applied to the three sketches of the same view 
shown at right.     

Using Analogous Colours
Analogous colours are those that are adjacent to each other on the 
colour wheel, such as yellow, reddish yellow, and yellowish red. 
Example A to the right shows a warm analogous colour harmony 
with an accent of violet (autumn colours). Ex ample B is an analo-
gous scheme with more natural colours and burnt sienna accents 
(a summer scene). And example C shows colour harmonies like 
those at dawn or dusk. Experiment with different colour har-
monies and try some additional studies of your own.

(A)

(B)

(C)



Soft Pastel Techniques

USING THE POINT   Grip the pastel stick near 
the back end and use the point (or the edge of 
the at tip) to create thin, fairly even lines for 
linear textures, such as long grasses or wood 
grain.

USING THE SIDE  Place the stick on the sup-
port, press down on its length, and stroke 
either lengthwise or sideways to create thick, 
overlapping, hap  hazard lines, as for back-
ground textures.

USING THE END  Hold the pastel stick verti-  
cally on the support, and grip it near the tip. 
Then use the end to make thick, rounded 
strokes for elements such as cobbled roads  
or brickwork.

Grips
Working with soft pastels allows you to apply colour directly 
to the support, without any type of tool or brush to “trans-
late” your strokes. This means that the way you hold the 
pastel stick (overhand or underhand), where you hold it, 

CUT THE SHAPE  Begin by drawing the shape 
on a piece of tracing paper and cutting it out.

APPLY THE COLOUR  After painting the back-
ground, apply the mask and then add colour.

REMOVE  THE MASK Carefully peel away the 
mask to reveal the crisp shape underneath. 

Masking
When working with soft pastel, the dusty nature of the 
medium sometimes makes it difficult to create clean, hard 
edges. One solution to this dilemma is to use a masking 
technique to create sharp edges. If you need a straight line, 
you can use the edge of a clean piece of paper as a guide. 

and the amount of pressure you apply will affect the stroke 
you create. Although there is no “correct” way to hold your 
pastels, it’s a good idea to experiment with different grips to 
learn what types of strokes each one will help you produce.

Just lay it over your support, secure it in place with artist’s 
tape, and apply the pastel over the edge. When you’re done 
painting, carefully peel the top sheet away to avoid smudg-
ing. For a clean-edged shape, you can create a special mask 
with tracing paper in any shape you like, as shown below.



Strokes
Pastel can be applied with sharp, linear marks or soft, broad 
strokes of colour and texture, depending on the effect you wish 

to create. Here are some examples of strokes you can practice 
as you explore the possibilities of working with pastel.

SIDE STROKES   Use the entire length of the pas-
tel stick to quickly �ll in areas of broad colour, as 
for skies and water.

FIRM STROKES   Use heavy pressure and the tip 
of the pastel to create thick, bold strokes for 
linear elements, such as stems and branches.

TAPERED STROKES    Apply more pressure at the 
bottom of the stroke and lighten the pressure as 
you end the stroke for animal hair or feathers.

RANDOM STROKES   Use random, scrib  bling 
strokes to convey texture (like that of distant 
foliage) or to create shad  ing. Hold the pastel 
stick lightly and keep your wrist loose.

SQUIGGLY LINE S   Create free -form, squiggly 
lines with the end of a large pastel stick to help 
con vey the look of waves or the movement of 
running water.

VARYING PRE SS URE  Use heavier pressure (at 
left) to make thick, dark lines for re�ections in 
still water, and use lighter pressure (at right) to 
create thinner, broken strokes for ripples. 

CROSS -HATCHING  Lay one set of lines over 
another (in a di�erent direction) to imitate a 
pattern, depict texture in cloth, or cover a large 
area without oversaturating the support. 

POINTILLI SM  Use a series of dots to build colour 
for back  grounds or other large areas of colour. 
Viewed from a distance, the dots appear to 
merge into one colour, as the eye visually blends 
them.

FEATHERING  Layer feathery, light, diagonal 
strokes of various colours to create the rough 
textures of stucco or rock, an uneven ground,  
or a swift -moving river.



Correcting  
Mistakes

There are a number of techniques  
you can try to correct any pastel 
mishaps. If the pigment hasn’t been 
applied too heavily, use a kneaded 
eraser to lift o� some colour. (Just 
take care that you don’t rub the par -
ticles deep  er into the support.) You 
can also use the tip of a craft knife 
to gently scrape o� pigment, but you 
must be very careful not to damage 
the surface of the paper underneath. 
Another ap proach is to use a combi -
nation of techniques, as shown here. 

REMO VE COLOUR  First use a sti� 
bristle brush to brush o� the colour 
you wish to correct. 

REAPPLY COLOUR  Then reapply the 
pigment to the area using a di�er-
ent hue.

LIFT OFF THE REMAINDERS   Use a 
kneaded eraser to pick up and lift 
o� any stray particles. 

Blending
Learning how to blend and layer soft pastels is essential because, unlike other paint-
ing media, the colours are not premixed on a palette. You must apply the hues directly 
to the support and mix them there. You can blend the strokes thoroughly to create 
a solid area of smooth colour, or you can leave visible strokes of various hues if you 
want more texture. You can also use your fingers, the side of your hand, or any num-
ber of blending tools to achieve a variety of blends, ranging from rough to smooth. 

B LENDING WITH A TORTILLON  For soft blends, 
gently rub a paper blending stump (also called a 
“tortillon” or “torchon”) over the pigment.

BLENDING WITH A RAG   Use a soft, lint-free
paper towel or rag to blend large areas of colour. 
Take care not to wipe o� too much of the 
pigment.

B LENDING WITH YOUR HAND   Use your �ngers or 
the side or your hand to work the pastel deeply 
into the tooth of the paper.

B LENDING WITH A BRUSH  You can use a bristle 
brush (either synthetic or natural hair) to break 
up the pastel particles and spread the colour 
evenly on the support, as shown above. 



Using Coloured Paper
Pastel papers come in a variety of colours; if you choose a co---
loured paper that shares a dominant hue in your painting, you 
can create harmony among the colours in your painting and 

BEIGE  PAPER  On the beige paper, the dark 
center has a greater visual impact.

BLACK  PAPER   The contrasts are the most 
dramatic on the black paper.

GRAY  PAPER  On the gray paper, the green 
stem has less strength.

Using Fixative
Many ar tists use some type  
of spray-on sealer or fixative 
to set their work and prevent 
smearing. Some artists fix  
their paintings as they go, be -
ginning with a thick layer of 
initial colour.  T  hen they spray 
the first layer with sealer,  
which can be painted over  
with subsequent layers with-
out the risk of smudging. 
Varnish, however, may darken 
and thicken the pigment. An 
alternative is to lay a piece of 
tissue paper over your paint-
ing and cover it with a board. 
Then apply firm, even pres-
sure to push the pastel parti-
cles farther into the surface   
of the paper so they adhere 
better. 

FIXING STAGE ONE   To decide whether the �xative you 
have will adversely a�ect the colours, make a practice 
test by laying down a thick layer of pigment on a piece 
of pastel paper.

FIXING STAGE TWO  Spray the piece with an even 
layer of �xative. If the colour stays true, you can varnish 
your work as you go, painting over each �xed layer 
without the risk of smudging. 

save a significant amount of time, as the coloured paper provides 
a medium value on which to build colour.  N  otice how the colours 
of the papers below affect the same image in different ways.




